where Qi(z) and Q2(z) are polynomials of degree p (p being an integer) and Pi(z), P2(z) are canonical products of order <p; then log M(r, f) >Arp where A is some suitable constant; M(r,f) being max |/(z)| for \z\=r.
In this note we prove the following extension of Theorem A.
Theorem
1. Let Pi(z), *-1, 2, 3, 4 be canonical products or polynomials (not having any zero at origin) or constants (neither zero nor infinity) such that Pi and P¡ have no common zeros, P2 and Pi have no common zeros, and let p be a positive integer and 
•=i
If further E<-iP» = 0 ana" either min(|a|, |&|)=0 or arga = argo +kir (k integer or zero) then (1.7) 1(F) = 3(F) = max{ \a\, \b\ , \a-b\ }/ir.
We assume here that the right-hand expressions of (1.4)-(1.6) (and of (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) below) are positive, for otherwise these results are trivially true.
J. Clunie [3] proved that if f(z) and g(z) are two integral functions of orders pi and
is of order pi and raised the question about the order of this function when type of g(z) be less than type of f(z). We prove here Theorem 2. Let /,(z) (i=i, 2) be meromorphic functions of order p (p>0) and write lim sup 2,(r,/<)/r', = m, r-»00 lim sup {N(r, l//t) + N(r,U)}/r' = 7i,
Suppose ai>0, a2<°°.
Then (i) f(z) is of order p, maximal type if cti = 00 and mean type if ai < 00, a2 = 0 ; (ii) f(z) is of order p mean type if «i < «j and either (ii.a) 1 / 16e¿2\ 2(yfe + l)
2. Proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. Let F(z) be given by (1.3), awd A be any number. Then
Proof.
and (2.1) follows. Also Added in proof, (i) The author wishes to thank the referee for his comments, (ii) Write \a\ =a, \b\ =ß, \a -b\ =y. If we suppose that a2^ß2+y2-\-ßy, ß2^y2-\-a2-\-ya, y2^ß2+a2-4-ßa, then we can get, from (2.2), a sharper inequality for 3(F), than (2.13) or (3.2). In fact we can show, in this case, that where Zar = a:r+ßr+7r.
